Which languages seem to have increased their presence?

Which do you notice about the percentage of Internet use by speakers of English as a first language?

What do you notice about the percentage of Internet use by speakers of other languages?

Following questions in mind reading the common below, consider the information in Figure 6.1 with the reading that English is a first language has changed between 2000 and 2005. Before in Figure 6.1 (overleaf) you can see how the proportion of Internet users for

on the Internet

suggests evidence for English dominance versus growth in multilingualism

I will be referring to does argument but first I want to consider the
globe compactly

handle and the results as with many machine-based translations are often
time consuming even more for word-for-word translation of the page being viewed

with a multilingual word-for-word translation of the page within Google, users are provided

when multilingualism may improve another is the way in which each

when web content in many different languages the BBC offers one way in

in promoting the goods and services of the commercial broadening of cultural concerns in widening audience and of commercial

in Latin America, different languages' combining elements both of a

example, one example of this might be the BBC World Service which

from English domination to imposed multilingualism, Doe (2004) argues that

English alongside other languages be included in the lens of globalization. In